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Youth Arts New Zealand is
a creative social enterprise
that connects, showcases and
develops the next generation
of creative New Zealanders.

Our vision is for an
interconnected, resilient and
equitable youth creative sector
in Aotearoa.
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From Our CEO
Creativity is the thread that weaves aroha,
passion, and empathy into the rich tapestry
of our national identity. It allows us to channel
and share our human emotions in a way
nothing else can.
successful and unique music scene, we foster
an incredible amount of creative talent for
such a small country. Yet, there is an immense
disconnect between the wealth of creative
pursuits available, and the number of creative
opportunities that exist for our rangatahi. This
divide has now reached a critical point.
Our youth mental health crisis is worsening
(Gordon, 2019). Organisations nationwide are
cutting arts funding (Gerristen, 2018). Creativity
is slowly but surely being strangled out of our
education system. Despite research validating
its power, the arts have not been systemically
recognised as a means to achieve positive
mental wellbeing in New Zealand. There is
much work to be done so that the arts can be
truly valued in our society.
Last year, I travelled around Europe for two
months to experience what life was like on the
other side of the world. In Europe, creativity
classes on riverbanks, within the beautiful
dichotomy of ancient and modern architecture,
the permanent craft markets, and vibrant
murals that illustrate community stories. It is
not only seamlessly integrated into European
society; it is valued, celebrated, and intrinsic to
their way of life. Young people are brought up
in a society that understands and values the
arts. We need to learn from this.
We are all consumers of artistic output, but
often we forget about the journey that allows
don’t create environments and opportunities

Any form of creative
pursuit - be it hobby
or career - begins with
exposure to the arts. For me,
it was learning recorder at 7
years old, then beginning piano at age 9 - this
has remained my main personal connection
to the arts to this day. If I hadn’t had that
opportunity to experience music at a young
be now - how disconnected I might be from my
own self-expression.
I’ve been through some testing times, as we
and heal has been absolutely vital in my
development. But, I acknowledge the privileged
position my family and I hold in accessing
creative opportunity, and have come to
understand that my situation is, sadly, not that
of the majority.
Access to creative education and opportunity
is not a privilege. It is not a luxury. It is a
fundamental human right; and it is up to
us as a nation to foster and act upon this
philosophy. Together, we need to break down
the barriers that exist between our young
people and creative opportunity. This means
bringing youth creativity to the forefront of
communities. Celebrating our rangatahi.
Nurturing self-expression. Truly understanding
the undeniable value that the arts and
creativity bring to all of our lives, and the
connection it has into all facets of our society
and economy.
The future is creative; and now is the time to
come together and ensure our young people
grow up with the resources and opportunities
that will enable them to connect, to express,
and to develop their creative abilities.
He waka eke noa - we are all in this waka
together.

occur within dreams. There is such a huge
opportunity for us to capitalise on the
exponential growth of our creative industries,
result.
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Our Story
Dec 2017
Youth Arts New Zealand is founded after Year 13 Northcote College student,
Matthew Goldsworthy, runs ‘The Thing About Music’ - an event that brings
together 20+ young musicians on Auckland’s North Shore with acclaimed
NZ musician Avalanche City. Matthew becomes the Founding CEO of the
organisation.
Jan 2018
become an online hub, showcasing youth creativity and creative opportunities.
Mar 2018
Harrison Sugrue joins the team as Creative Director.

May 2018
place at the end of NZ Music Month, to showcase three top youth bands from
around Auckland.
June 2018
Zak Devey joins the team as Project Manager.

Feb 2019
Youth Arts New Zealand becomes a registered Charitable Trust.

July 2019
Matthew visits organisations in the UK to research
international models for youth creative development,
which are used to shape YANZ’s strategy.

Feb 2020
Matthew and Harrison move into a full-time capacity with Youth Arts New Zealand.

MAY 2020
Youth Arts New Zealand’s 2020-2023 Strategy is released.
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our challenge:

How can
aotearoa
become a
creative
launchpad
for the next
generation?
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What we do
We generate opportunities for young creatives at every level of
the creative ecosystem, building an interconnected community to
champion and grow Aotearoa’s creative culture.
1.
2.
3.

We connect young creatives with each other and opportunities
to immerse themselves in creative practices;
We provide young creatives with professional and innovative
opportunities to showcase and create artistic work;
We provide professional development opportunities with
which young creatives can kickstart their creative career.
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We execute this model through collaborations and strategic
partnerships with organisations to strengthen and enrich opportunity
within the youth creative sector. Combining high-level strategy and
advisory work with community-level impact enables us to involve and
educate young people at every level of the creative ecosystem.

Target Demographic
YANZ’s target demographic is young people aged 15-24
years old. We believe this is the period of development
where we are able to have the most impact on creative
perspectives, opportunities and careers.
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Priorities for 2020 - 2023
As a creative social enterprise, we strive to be an organisation that
is proactive in seeking new opportunity to create impact. During this
strategic period, YANZ aims to establish itself as a national entity for youth
creative development and opportunity, and to analyse what activities will
have the most impact.
Our consultation with the sector to determine ways to support and uplift
the youth creative sector is ongoing. We determine the following activities
priority areas throughout this strategic period:

1.
•
•

Connect

Host regular networking and educational events for young
creatives to be able to network with each other and learn from
industry professionals;
Provide youth communities with tools and resources for creative
education, with a focus on marginalised youth.

2. Showcase
•

•

Partner with a range of organisations, including placemaking
agencies, corporates, retailers, councils and arts organisations
to provide young creatives with opportunities to create and
showcase creative work;
Establish our blog to showcase the work of young creatives.

3. Develop
•

•
•

9

Build our youth creative exchange programme, centred around
intercultural collaboration and skill-sharing;
of external organisations;
Develop opportunities for young creatives to gain work
experience within the creative sector;
Create a mentorship programme pairing young creatives to
mentors, with a focus on commercial capability-building and
providing a launchpad for creative careers.
YANZ
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Past projects

The Thing About Music
Dec 2017 & 2018

YANZ brought together over 20 young creatives for two
consecutive years to perform both individually and with
acclaimed New Zealand musicians Avalanche City and Jamie
McDell. Young people were involved as leaders at all stages
of the project, including creative direction, production, stage
management and performance.

Apollo Night
May 2019

A night of live music and poetry for young people, ‘Apollo
Night’ was a concept created by two students from Rangitoto
College who wanted to create a platform for their talented
community to share their music and poetry. YANZ mentored
and supported the young leaders to bring the event to life.

38 Hurstmere
May 2019 - Present

YANZ was engaged by placemaking organisation Fresh
Concept to deliver youth-focused creative projects at
38 Hurstmere, a public space in the Auckland suburb of
Takapuna. This included projects such as the painting of a
public piano, community open mics, and running multiple
events creating personalised live art for the public, all
delivered by young creatives.

ATEED Youth Working Group
Jan 2020

Auckland Tourism, Events and Economic Development
(ATEED) invited YANZ to facilitate a Youth Working Group to
advise on their Creative Industries Strategy 2030 - ensuring
the strategy includes policy relevant to young creatives.

Te Kahui
Feb 2020 - Present

Te Kahui is a creative writing programme created by YANZ,
facilitated at Mt Eden Corrections Facility for young inmates.
The project centres around self-expression, and provides
participants with a safe and supportive environment to

YANZ
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We enable future
opportunity by
investing in the
next generation of
creative talent.

20

19

Our philosophy is to not only generate opportunities
for young creatives, but actively involve them in creative
leadership. We understand and value the role that
young people have in co-creating a sustainable creative
future for our nation.

Nig
Apollo
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long-term goals

1
2
3
Resilience

• Creative rangatahi are able to showcase their creative
• All New Zealanders celebrate and value creative
expression.
• There are an abundance of opportunities at all levels of
the creative ecosystem through which young people can
immerse themselves in creativity.
• Aotearoa is a world leader in youth creative development
and opportunity.

Interconnectivity

• Young creatives have the networks and
resources to meaningfully connect with
peers, communities and opportunities.

YANZ
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Equity

• Creative career pathways are
accessible, valued and widely
recognised as viable career
paths.
• Creativity is democratised
through realisation of creative
equity and the removal
of barriers to creative
opportunities.
12

guiding principles
1. Access to creativity is a
human right.

All members of society, regardless of
circumstance or background, should have
access to creative education and tools for
self-expression - especially our young people.
Lack of available and accessible creative
experiences deprives artists of their means of
individual expression and livelihood.

2. Leadership through creativity.
By stimulating creative leadership within
young people, we are building their capability
as individuals who can create further impact
for themselves and their communities. We
embody our work using tino rangatiratanga,
empowering young people to proactively
embrace their own creative path with tenacity.

3. Collaborative impact.

We approach projects using whanaungatanga.
In acknowledging the importance of
developing, nourishing and sustaining
meaningful relationships with others, we can
achieve shared impact-based outcomes.

4. Cultivate conscious
communities.

By encouraging communities to foster, support
and value creativity, we enable accessible
practices.
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Our Position
Youth Arts New Zealand’s position is unique,
with the ability to work dynamically between
recognises the importance of connecting
young creatives with opportunities in
multiple sectors in order to have a sustained
positive impact on the sector.

YOUNG
CREATIVES

National
and local
government

ARTS
ORganisations

YANZ
schools and
education
providers

Businesses
Placemaking
agencies
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Key impact areas
Emphasising youth mental health and
wellbeing through creativity.

Emphasising creative self-expression as a path to emotional
wellbeing has shown to systemically improve youth mental
wellbeing. Creative initiatives form meaningful interactions,
building communities for social engagement that allow selfmental illness epidemic is more dire than ever, with 1 in 5 young
Foundation of New Zealand, 2014). It is clear we must be urgent
in utilising creativity’s immense power to inform the emotional
self-awareness and potential of our young people.

Uplifting communities and creating equitable
opportunities.
Youth creativity can be used as a platform to deconstruct

striving to realise creative equity, Youth Arts New Zealand will
focus on impacting marginalised youth when conceptualising and
delivering creative opportunities. Ensuring communities have
access to creative development opportunities their rangatahi can
utilise and value is a priority. Engaging with these communities
will allow us to impact how youth perceive the arts, presenting
creativity as both a personal and professional resource.

Strengthening our creative economy and
building future capability.

Today, New Zealand’s creative industries contribute over $17.5
this huge economic value is often overlooked in discussions
surrounding creative pursuits. To realise the potential of this
economic powerhouse, leadership must be taken bring the
validity of creative careers into the public eye. This means making
points of entry into creative industries more accessible for
young creatives, ensuring they are able to join the 7% of workers
nationwide already employed in the sector.
15
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Our structure
Youth Arts New Zealand is a primarily youth-led organisation,
reinforced by experienced and connected individuals that
support and drive the strategy of the organisation.

Board of
Trustees

operations
Team

Youth Leaders

Strategic Advisors and
Supporters

Youth leadership is actively encouraged through the Youth Leaders
group, comprised of a mixture of diverse young stakeholders
within Aotearoa’s creative sector. The YANZ Board of Trustees plays
a governance role, ensuring strategic alignment and accountability.
with charity laws and internal strategy.
YANZ
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Contact
For all enquiries, please contact:
Web:
Facebook:
Instagram:
LinkedIn:
Twitter:
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